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INTRODUCTION

For half a year, the BetFury team has been working to create the best gaming experience in the TRON Dapp space. In just 6 months, BetFury managed to grow out from gaming startup to the large platform with the best gaming opportunities. The platform became recognizable and well-known by the whole crypto gaming world. DApps.Buzz, TokenPocket, BestBitcoinCasino, Crypto Gambling News wrote about us. According to Dapp.com ranking, BetFury has become the project with the fastest growth rate in 2019!
Our developers have been long using the TRON ecosystem as very comfortable and convenient for deploying a gaming platform. Due to all the advantages, the BetFury platform has already become quite well-known among TRON-users. We are interested in creating the biggest, profitable, successful, and enjoyable i-Gaming platform. Therefore, we decided that it is time to change something and offer the whole crypto world an updated **BetFury 2.0** platform.

BetFury continues to use the blockchain technology allowing to make the gaming process more transparent and provably fair. We use the maximum capabilities of blockchain development with an off-chain betting system. This solution provides a number of advantages: scaling of the platform, paltry commission, min bets, instant transactions.

Our main goal — to be #1 in the crypto gaming space! We want to create the best gaming experience for users, to combine the power of crypto and i-Gaming industries, to implement a quality product, affordable and understandable for everyone!
BetFury — Social i-Gaming Crypto platform with the first BTC dividend pool in the gambling industry. Users are provided with the best gaming entertainment with the advantages: BFG Staking, easy login system, Dividend pool with BTC, TRX, USDT, BTT, 1000+ games, Rank VIP system, Jackpots, Cashback up to 25%, friendly 24/7 support. It’s easy to make profit on BetFury - just play and stake BFG tokens!
WHAT HAS GLOBALLY CHANGED?

BetFury moves from Tron to Bitcoin as the main cryptocurrency on the platform. That means that all the internal ratings, wager calculations, rankings, jackpots will be calculated in Bitcoin now.

*All the reached users’ ranks, global ratings of top users, and other data was recalculated from TRX to BTC in the time of launching BetFury 2.0.*

DEPOSIT/WITHDRAWAL

Previously users had to use TronLink, TronWallet or any other web 3 API wallet before entering BetFury. Now everything is simple — **sign up by using email/pass or Social accounts login (Google account for the beginners) and play for fun.** Users still can use web 3 API login to sign in. BetFury platform continues to provide an instant automatic Deposit/Withdrawal system. By using email/pass or social login BetFury generates a unique address for every user to deposit funds to use all services (games, staking, etc).

BETFURY STAKING (MINING AND DIVIDENDS)

One of the main and most valuable features of BetFury is the Dividends system. The system of multicurrency drops for all BetFury token BFG holders. In order to invite new users for mining procedures and increase the value of BFG token, we provide a new 90%-10% staking payouts model with subtokens mining of BFG(TRX) and BFG(BTC).

*Read more in the “Mining and Dividends” section*

ACCOUNT

BetFury provides the place for tracking your account activity such as bets, transaction history, total wager, personalization tools. In 2.0 update we have added security features related to email/pass such as change email, change pass, two-factor authorization to provide the maximum confidence for users that play on BetFury is secure. We did all the updates in the best manner of global leaders in crypto B2C products.
AUCTION

Two different Auctions are available. Place bids in BFG(BTC) to win BTC; place bids in BFG(TRX) to win TRX.

Read more in the “Gaming Features” section

MINIMAL BETS

Off-chain bets solutions allow us to reduce minimal bets in every in-house game. Starting from BetFury 2.0 release in-house games will have the next min bets:

- 0.00000001 BTC
- 0.00000001 TRX
- 0.00000001 USDT
- 0.00000001 BTT
- 0.00000001 SUN

Slots, Table and Live games will have their own bets allowed by the providers of games. BetFury team is always trying to make better conditions related to integrated games to make it possible to play for everyone.

JACKPOTS

Some in-house games on BetFury have the Jackpot option. Previously users could hit jackpots in TRX currency. On the updated BetFury 2.0 Jackpot pools will be in Bitcoin and when players get the Jackpot — payout will move to the users’ game balances also in BTC.

Read more in the “Jackpots” page on the site.

RATING AND RANK SYSTEM

VIP Rank system migrates to Bitcoin, which means that to be higher in the VIP system users should make more bets in any currency but every bet will be accumulated into BTC. The rank bonus will be paid in Bitcoin. All the reached user’s ranks and ratings will migrate from TRX to Bitcoin with no data losses (some minor changes may occur due to crypto volatility).

Read more in the “Rank system” page on the site.
Despite the world of i-Gaming is so large, BetFury has some features that indicate its uniqueness. Everyone can find his own advantages of playing here.

**Why BetFury?**

**BETFURY**

- Dividend system with the first BTC pool in the i-Gaming industry
- Easy cashback system up to 25% for everyone
- Unique design and fast development
- Quick deposit/withdrawal of funds
- BetFury BOX - an exclusive opportunity to multiply the crypto

**Other I-Gaming**

- No opportunities to receive dividends in BTC
- Complicated mechanics to get cashback
- No investment opportunities
- Boring design and slow development
- Delays with the withdrawal of funds
Mining on BetFury – the system of obtaining BetFury’s native token. BetFury token (BFG) is a utility token based on TRC-20 smart contract for profit-sharing and a healthy gaming environment on BetFury. For any bet, BFG tokens automatically added to the game balance. By staking* BFG tokens everyone can receive a part of platforms profit (dividends) from the Dividend pool.

*Staking – a feature, which means that users claim a reward from the Dividend pool by only for holding their BFG tokens on their game accounts. The reward is defined according to the number of tokens kept.
BFG TOKEN DETAILS

BFG is the unified token of BetFury platform with a max supply of 5,000,000,000. To expand potential market opportunities and improve the dividends payout we decided to fork BFG for BFG(BTC) and BFG(TRX) subtokens inside the site. Now depending on the cryptocurrency you use when placing bets, you will get BFG(BTC) and BFG(TRX) subtokens accordingly:

- Bet with Bitcoin - get BFG-BTC.
- Bet with TRON crypto (TRX, USDT, BTT) - get BFG-TRX.

All tokens that have been mined before BetFury 2.0 update by users are saved as BFG(TRX).

Basic native BetFury game token (BFG) continues to be based on TRC-20 smart contract. It means that mining BFG(TRX)/BFG(BTC) subtokens are just a solution to start a new mining cycle on the BetFury platform.

Any time you may check our contract address:
TNE6kmX6EiCgE9HH4bSuWZBuKnQ389kU7w

Cold wallet address:
TF7mYoRhLqUddroeExLvBUfYmQUH6aTKQJ
TP4Me9WvS6WgmPL9uYAcq1jBqrMfEZfM8b

The total supply is 5,000,000,000 tokens.

- Mining ................................. 51%
- Devs ..................................... 20%
- Marketing ............................... 10%
- Referral ................................. 5%
- Reserve .................................. 5%
- Airdrops + Bonuses .................. 5%
- Strategic Partnership ............... 4%
MINING PRICE ON BETFURY 2.0

**BFG(TRX)**

*In House games*: starts from 40 TRX/1BFG  
*Slots games*: starts from 13.5 TRX/1BFG

*Increasing*: for every mined 100,000,000 BFG token the price increases for +1 TRX (for in-house games) and +0.5 TRX (for slots).

**BFG(BTC)**

*In House games*: starts from 0.00007000 BTC/1 BFG

*Increasing*: for every mined 100,000,000 BFG token the price increases for +0.0000001 BTC

*Example*: 0.00007100 BTC → 0.00007200 BTC → 0.00007300 BTC → 0.00007400 BTC → 0.00007500 BTC

*Slots games*: starts from 0.000023 BTC/1 BFG

*Increasing*: for every mined 100,000,000 BFG token the price increases for +0.0000005 BTC

*Example*: 0.000023 BTC → 0.0000235 BTC → 0.000024 BTC → 0.0000245 BTC
STAKING
By staking BFG tokens you’ll receive your part of platforms profit (dividends) from the Dividend pool.

GAMING
BFG(BTC) and BFG(TRX) are available for gaming on In-house games. Affordable minimum - 0.00000001 BFG(BTC)/BFG(TRX). The maximum bet depends on the game and odds.

CASHBACK
Cashback for BFG is also accessible - play your favorite games, level up your Rank and get more coins back!

RANK BENEFIT
BetFury has a lot of features. Mine more BFG tokens and get increased cashback, bonuses and other benefits.

AUCTION
Grab prizes in crypto from the Auction pool by placing bids in BFG. - Place bids in BFG(BTC) to win BTC - Place bids in BFG(TRX) to win TRX
ABOUT BFG EXCHANGE LISTING

At the moment, the BetFury team is negotiating with top cryptocurrency exchanges about the possibility of listing the BFG token. Our team has two main tasks: to generate knowledge about the project for the maximum number of users and attract investor interest. We are interested in having a token of great value until it enters the exchange, since well-known exchanges evaluate not only investment attractiveness, but also the viability of the product. Therefore, at this stage, we’re focused on:

- **Product development** - a convenient, functional site with various opportunities for players and investors.

- **Business models** where the mechanics of using a token will be understandable and relevant for the whole sphere.

- **The audience** which knows about the product and its viability

- **Security** of wallets and assets of platform users

Once BFG is going to be listed BetFury team will provide a fair swapping mechanism and bring the opportunity to withdraw BFG tokens. We will inform you about further plans and details with listing to the exchange and BFG token pricing.
New Staking system involves that users don’t need to use the Tron network to receive payouts for freezing BFG. BetFury Staking and 90%-10% system allows opening a new interest line for newcomers from non-dapp market who are going to use BetFury services.

Staking – a feature, which means that users claim a reward from the Dividend pool by only for holding BFG tokens on their game accounts. Get profit from all the platform’s funds, regardless of whether you are staking: BFG(TRX) or BFG(BTC)!
Dividends — a platform’s public profit pool in the currencies BTC, TRX, USDT and BTT. Every 24 hours, the dividend pool releases 3% of the total profit of the platform for every currency, and the amount is shared among all users who hold BFG tokens.
FULL DIVIDENDS POOL

Increased sustainability of BetFury's dividend pool guarantees constant profit-sharing and dividend payouts.

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

BetFury is on the go all the time, our constant development and implementation of unique ideas draw more and more investors.

STABLE DAILY PAYOUTS

Profit distribution model in amount of 3% allows to constantly accumulate the pool and make payments stable.

BFG TOKEN VALUE

BFG token gets increasingly yearned-for due to BetFury’s dividend model and a growing demand to hold this asset.
BetFury provides not only the best gaming experience but also profitable services with maximum investment attractiveness! Return on Investment (ROI) in about 90 days. It depends on the dividend pool amount and the actual mining price.

Annual percentage rate (APR) shows how many percents of annual returns you may have according to the current Dividend pool size. Here is the formula of how it works:

\[
\text{1 BFG token profitability (annual)} = \frac{\text{Div pool distribution}}{\text{total BFG staked}} \times 365
\]

\[
\text{Mining price} \times \text{House edge} \times 100\% = \text{APR}
\]
BetFury team supports the healthy product economy and the further ecosystem growth, that’s why we conduct a monthly BFG token burning process. Planned burnings increase the value of BFG native token, keep the balance between holders and developers to support the token distribution model and constant growing of Dividend payouts for the token holders.
Tokens are burned once a month. You can track all the token burnings in the “History of burned BFG” tab.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TOTAL BURNED DOWN</th>
<th>FROME ALL ISSUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>212 432 342.00 BFG</td>
<td>11.84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HISTORY BURNED BFG**
Planned burnings increase the value of BFG token, keep the balance between holders and developers and support the constant growth of Dividend payout for the token holders.

**BETFURY Completes the 11th BFG Burning**
BetFury team supports the healthy economy of BetFury product and the further ecosystem growth. In accordance with our Whitepaper, we conduct a monthly BFG token burning process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BURNT BY A TEAM</th>
<th>FROM AUCTION</th>
<th>FROM GAMING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10 000 000.00 BFG</td>
<td>2,970,522.00 BFG</td>
<td>19,293,999.00 BFG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Auction burned** - BFG tokens used by players for bets in Auction
- **Team burned** - part of the team BFG tokens that were received during the mining process
- **Gaming burned** - BFG tokens from lost bets
Currently, such in-house games are presented on the platform: Plinko, Dice, Circle, Crash, Hi-Lo, KENO, Stairs, Mines. Also available to play different licensed software Slots from the world-famous gaming providers: Booongo, Spinmatic, Spinomenal, Playson, Vivogaming, Endorphina, Habanero, Tom Horn, Fugaso, Revolver. Table games are represented with Blackjack, Roulette, Baccarat, Poker. Try your luck with Lotteries on BetFury. Live casino is also accessible to play – Baccarat, Poker, Lottery. And it’s not the limit, more games are coming soon. In the near future, we will expand the range of self-developed games and new slots, in-house games, and sports betting.
AUCTION

BetFury has a unique organic mechanism of token burning called Auction. It is a game, where users place bids in BFG tokens to grab a prize in crypto

- place bids in BFG(BTC) to win BTC
- place bids in BFG(TRX) to win TRX

All tokens used for bids in Auction are burnt.

MULTICURRENCY

The BetFury team always cares about the comfort of playing on the platform. Currently, BTC, TRX, USDT, BTT, SUN and BFG token - BFG(BTC) & BFG(TRX) - are acceptable to be used for playing on BetFury. More currencies will be available in further product releases.

CASHBACK UP TO 25%

Cashback is available for all users and may be received to the game balance twice a week: on Monday and Thursday. Cashback is accrued automatically depending on the amount of loss of an individual user per one gaming period. The percentage of cashback depends on the Rank on the platform and ranges from 2% to 25%. Cashback will be accrued in the currency you used for playing. Cashback formula: (lost coins in one game period) * % of cashback. Coins for winnings, dividends, Jackpots are not involved in the Cashback accrual.

FAIRNESS

Cryptography allows you to record the results of the game, which cannot be changed, and the bets of players, which can’t be faked. The provably fair principle on BetFury is based on SHA256 technology the same as Bitcoin. The procedure of checking bets results allows you to verify the fairness of each bet.
CHALLENGING DAILY TASKS

Discover daily gaming activities and make your experience on BetFury more exciting! Daily tasks are available on different in-house games. Get your reward with extra coins by completing them! Raise your Rank by playing games and get an additional opportunity to enrich your profit.

JACKPOTS ON IN-HOUSE

The most active players on BetFury deserve big prizes. Hit the Jackpots in In-house games. On the updated BetFury 2.0 when player gets the Jackpot — payout will be in BTC immediately to the game balance. Check details on how to hit the Jackpot in a game’s window by pressing the “?”.
**ROADMAP**

- **Q4 2019**
  - 1M TRX pre-launch event
  - BetFury launch
  - Hi-Lo game release
  - Slots and Table games added

- **Q1 2020**
  - USD T TRC-20 release
  - BTT/USDT full integration
  - Stairs, Keno, Mines games releases
  - Live games release
  - New i-gaming providers integration
  - VIS A/MC buy crypto integration

- **Q2 2020**
  - Login system
  - BTC Dividends pool
  - Secret project - BetFury Box
  - New in-house games
  - New 3rd party games integration

- **Q3 2020**
  - Curacao i-Gaming License
  - New in-house games
  - In-house games RNG certification
  - New cryptocurrencies integration
  - BetFury VIP club opening

- **Q4 2020**
  - New in-house games
  - UI/UX Product improvements
  - License acquiring preparation
  - BetFury contests update

- **Q1 2021**
  - New in-house games
  - Upgraded referral system
  - Strategic partnerships
  - Upgraded bonus system

- **Q2 2021**
  - Sportsbetting
  - New in-house games
  - Achievements
  - ...to be announced